Literacy
Habitats on Land and Sea

Maths
Counting and Properties of Number and
Measures

ICT

Daily Living Skills
Container Gardening

Exchanging and sharing
information

Counting and Properties of Number






To develop comprehension skills by
recalling main points from information
videos or demonstrations and answers
questions about this.
To develop writing skills by using an
appropriate format e.g. in 2 print
whilst exploring habitats on land and
sea.
Develop reading skills by following the
appropriate reading scheme in a
suitable format. i.e. Dockside as well
as functional reading of everyday
signs.





To be able to compare numbers including
negative numbers.
To develop our mental maths skills.
To continue to develop number formation.



To experience using
using ICT to find
information for
particular purposes.



To use a cd rom to
retrieve the required
information.



To use a wider variety of
sources of information.
E.g. CD rom/ internet.

Space shape and Measure


To use standard and non-standard units of
measure to find the length of an item.



To be able to use the correct vocabulary liked to
length.



To use tools safely whilst having
supervised use of a range of tools
in the school garden.



To look at the different types of
containers and plan which one
would be the most appropriate
to use.



To create our own containers
and decorate them following our
plan.

Key Stage 4- Blue 2 Class Spring 2

Vocational Studies
Work Experience






To complete work
experience at West
Boldon Lodge.
To develop safe traveling
in the community by
completing travel
training.
To engage in various
work relate learning
activities.

Sensory Activities

Physical Education and
Development
Team games and swimming

To complete a range of team
games to develop listening
skills as gross motor skills.

To participate in swimming
sessions in school to help
develop gross motor skills.
Gym

To access Hebburn swimming
pool

To develop confidence and
skills in the pool.

Design Technology
Making Gifts for sale

World Studies / Creativity
Habitats on Land and Sea

Mini Enterprise




To develop team building and
communication skills through
working within a group and
experiencing a production
line including an educational
visit.
To make an item to be sold at
the schools Easter fair.



To create an interactive and
tactile display of habitats on land
and sea.



To explore the different habitats
around schools.



Research the different types of
habitats of birds and put up our
own bird box.

